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New Sights in the Old Town 

Somehow this emerges as a main theme for this Newsletter.  Many of the sights are 

associated with emerging from lockdown and finding new ways of dealing with a 

world in which Covid remains a looming presence.  Falling into this category are 

the subjects of this edition’s photo essay: what some people have unkindly labelled 

sheep-pens – temporary (?) enclosures for outdoors dining and drinking which have 

sprung up in many Old Town streets.  Also in this category are several interesting 

and ingenious temporary summer festival venues which were to be seen around the 

Old Town in August.  Other new sights have been longer in the planning and are 

likely to be more permanent: a public garden coming into its own for the first time 

this summer; an intriguing new artwork; changes on some of the roadways.   

As well as new sights in the literal sense we are seeing new ways of looking at and 

thinking about the Old Town.  In this newsletter artist and academic Andrew 

McNiven explains an interesting example of this: his research and development 

project for Creative Scotland entitled Occupation.  We also have some encouraging 

news about an important Old Town landmark, the Tron Kirk. 

Festival Venues 

Someone described 2021 as the year of the Goldilocks summer festivals.  After too 

much in the years up to and including 2019 and too little in 2020 with the complete 

absence of live events, in many ways what we got this year felt just right.  Could it 

be a pointer to a more sustainable model for the future?   

All of the festivals put together 

programmes with both on-line and 

live events.  For the live events 

several new venues were created, 

either entirely open air or 

accommodating socially distanced 

audiences in well-ventilated spaces.  

One of the International Festival 

venues was in Edinburgh 

University’s Old College Quad, a 

temporary structure aptly described 

by an Association member as a cross 

between the Crystal Palace and a polytunnel.  This proved to be a magical 

performance space with the transparent walls of the temporary venue allowing the 

grandeur of the surrounding architecture to be part of the experience.   
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The BBC abandoned the big blue tent which 

had been its festival venue in recent years and 

broadcast very successfully from a more modest 

gazebo-like structure in High School Yards. 

The Fringe was vastly slimmed-down from the 

bloated creature it had become in the years 

leading up to 2019.  One of the national 

newspapers published a telling series of 

pictures of the section of the High Street 

between the Tron Kirk and St Giles: 

uncomfortably mobbed with people in August 

2019; eerily empty in August 2020; busy but 

navigable in August 2021.  A sensible 

innovation this year was a fenced off space for 

Fringe street events in Parliament Square.  

Other open-air Fringe venues popped up in and 

around the Old Town including the punningly 

titled “Multistory” on the top level of the 

multi-storey car-park on Castle Terrace. 

But the outstanding success among the new 

festival venues was the International Book 

Festival’s move to the College of Art on 

Lauriston Place.  In our March newsletter we 

quoted festival director Nick Barley’s hope 

that the College’s grassy courtyard would 

allow for the recreation of the elements that 

audiences love – bookshops, cafes and open 

spaces in which to come together, offering the 

`oasis of calm’ for which the Book Festival is 

renowned.  Most visitors to the 2021 Book 

Festival would agree that those ambitions were 

met in spades.  The Art College courtyard 

being enclosed and shielded from traffic was 

indeed an oasis of calm in a way that Charlotte 

Square could never really be.  The big screen 

on which some events were live broadcast was 

an excellent innovation.  And it helped that the 

weather was generally kind! 

 

 

 

Changes on roadways 

In our April 2020 newsletter, published early 

in the first lockdown, we commented on how, 

with less traffic around (remember that?!) the 

terrible state of some of our roads became even 

more apparent.  We included a photograph of 

the east end of the High Street with sunken 

setts and ugly tarmac patching.  It would be 

nice to think this prompted the work which has 

since been done there!  But in reality the work 

will have been long-planned and the City 

Council deserve credit for getting it into the 

programme when they did.  The work is not yet 

complete but when it is the high kerbs and 
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steep ramps at the Netherbow junction will be 

replaced with a raised traffic platform, giving 

level access for pedestrians, but a speed-

reducing hump for those on wheels.  And we 

are pleased to report that the knee-crippling 

bollards have gone for good. 

 

The temporary removal of traffic from the east 

end of the High Street has made it a more 

pedestrian-friendly space, particularly welcome 

with the relative increase in visitor numbers 

this summer. A less welcome side-effect is that 

the 35 bus – the only service for the eastern Old 

Town – has once again been rerouted. But tourist 

buses are still making it up the Canongate! 

Other changes on roadways are associated with 

the City Council’s Spaces for People 

programme about which the Association has 

some concerns, particularly over how they 

affect people with limited mobility or other 

disabilities.  The headline “Spaces for People 

– Room for Improvement” in Spurtle, the New 

Town & Broughton Community Council 

newsletter, is apt. The Association’s Convener, 

Barbara Logue, raised our concerns in an email 

to Council Leader, Adam McVey.  She 

received a response from a Council official 

which was bland, lacking in detail and seemed 

to confuse the Old Town Association and the 

Old Town Community Council!  Barbara tried 

writing to Cllr McVey again and this time did 

get a response from him.  It read “I’ve asked 

the department and will send on info when I 

get it”.  That was on 30 June and nothing has 

been heard since.  Jo Mowat, one of our 

constituency councillors, has also been 

frustrated at the response she has received, 

saying “I have been raising the issue of the 

nature and impacts of the altered street layouts 

in the Old Town with officers as they have 

been raised with me and taken a walkabout 

with the Community Council to look at issues 

highlighted by them as cause for concern.  I am 

sorry to report that this hasn’t led to the action 

I would hope to see and I continue to press 

officers on how the area will be managed as 

many of the issues are operational and I 

consider that these matters need to be 

addressed as we move forward.” 

Watch this space, but don’t hold your breath. 

A New Artwork 

Pirrie’s Close, a non-descript pend linking the 

Canongate and Chessels Court, has recently 

been enlivened by a series of metal panels full 

of interesting and at first sight mysterious 

images.  We will be telling the stories behind 

the images – including the significance of 

“Bad as Blacking / Good as Gold” – in a Zoom 

presentation in October (details below).   
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Occupation, by Andrew McNiven 

I am an artist and academic currently 

developing a research and development project 

for Creative Scotland entitled Occupation, in 

which I will use my family’s presence in the 

city of Edinburgh as a creative and imaginative 

mechanism to develop a sequence of 

collaborative creative projects which examine 

the city’s present condition and contribute to 

discussions about its future, with a particular 

focus on the Old Town.  

My family has lived in Edinburgh for over 300 

years; born, educated, lived, worked, died and 

buried within the Old Town. My great-great-

great-great-great-great-grandfather, John Yetts, 

was one of the four Baillies of the city who 

negotiated its surrender to Charles Edward 

Stuart in September 1745.  Most of the family 

were ordinary – in the best sense – merchants 

and book-keepers, cloth-workers and the 

“overseer of public wells and fire engines”. 

Their stories are the story of the city – visible, 

contributory, archetypal citizens; the city’s 

fabric as much as its architecture.  

 
My great-great-great-grandfather, Peter McNiven’s 

close in the 1820s, 357 High Street (Advocates’ Close). 

He was a Messenger-at-Arms, an officer of the Court of 

Session. Photo: 2020, Andrew McNiven  

Occupation will map the family’s occupation 

of the city and through this examine and link 

its past with its – highly contested – present. 

As such it is a project about the city rather than 

a specific family. I will use material generated 

through research to develop proposals for new 

projects through collaboration with partners, 

linking critical contemporary art and social 

practice to heritage activity and public engage-

ment, creating performance, photography, 

film, written and spoken word, sound and 

social projects reflecting on the present 

condition of the city and contributing to 

discussions about our city’s future. I have 

already established working partnerships with 

Edinburgh World Heritage, the Edinburgh Art 

Festival, and the Edinburgh Old Town 

Development Trust.  

 
Site of my great-great- and great-grandfathers’ (Allan 

& Walter McNiven) licensed premises at 2 Lothian 

Street between 1847 and 1907 (photographed in 1929). 

This is almost exactly where the Potterrow subway now 

lies. I speculate that, as a ‘spirit dealer’, Allan McNiven 

may have supplied laudanum to Thomas De Quincey, 

who died whilst living at 42 Lothian Street in 1859: 

photo: courtesy of National Library of Scotland 

One thing that has emerged through my initial 

research is the sense that the communities of 

the Old Town have been displaced or have had 

their relationship to the Old Town transformed 

significantly in recent years, and this is an area 

I am keen to explore further. 

I would be very interested in hearing from 

anyone who might want to share any thoughts 

about the Old Town and/or my project, or has 

any knowledge of my own family and their 

activities, (the McNivens, the Yetts, or the 

Fergies – of the Archers’ Hall, bowmakers and 

golf club makers). I can be contacted on the e-

mail address below, and, if interested, you can 

find out more about what I do on my website. 

Many thanks, in advance. 

Dr Andrew McNiven 

info@andrewmcniven.com 

www.andrewmcniven.com 
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Tron Kirk 

In the last Newsletter we reported that 

Edinburgh World Heritage had announced that 

with effect from 1 April 2021, they would end 

their short-term occupancy of the Tron Kirk. 

We were delighted to learn in May that the 

Scottish Historic Buildings Trust (SHBT) had 

reached an agreement (subject to funding) with 

the City of Edinburgh Council to take on the 

building on a 125-year lease. 

SHBT will undertake a feasibility study to set 

out a future vision for the Tron Kirk. While this 

is underway, the trust will manage the 

building, liaising with all existing and new 

tenants to make sure that the building is open 

for business as much as possible. 

The Tron Kirk was built between 1637 and 

1641 for one of the congregations of the then 

sub-divided High Kirk of St Giles.  The 

arched-brace roof structure is identical to that 

of Parliament Hall, so the same artisans were 

probably employed.  The name comes from the 

town weigh-beam, or tron, that was sited in the 

High Street. 

 
The Tron Kirk, 1740, by John Elphinstone 

The Kirk was diminished in 1785 when the 

west and east walls were moved inwards to 

create openings for access to South Bridge and 

Blair Street. The Dutch-style steeple was 

destroyed in the Great Fire of 1824, to be 

replaced with the classical spire we see today.   

The Congregation moved out in 1952 and the 

building passed to the City Council.  Even the 

building’s role as the focus of seeing in the 

New Year was lost to the commercialised 

Edinburgh’s Hogmanay.  The Tron Kirk has 

been looking for a purpose for seventy years; 

let’s hope the SHBT feasibility study will find 

one. 

Drinkers’ Pens and Alfresco Coffee 

This summer dining and eating in our healthy 

breezes was decreed.  This led to a plethora of 

slope-defying structures …  
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… well-defined boxed-in areas … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… tables and chairs along pavements …  
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… whether wide … or a mere toehold. 
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Subscription Rates 

The OTA Annual General Meeting in March 

agreed to raise subscription rates (last raised in 

2013). The new rates, which take effect from 

the new subscription year, are: 

 Old New 

Individual  £7.00 £10.00 

Concession £5.00 £8.00 

Double (two at one address) £9.00 £15.00 

Overseas (email only) £10.00 £10.00 

Corporate £20.00 £25.00 

You can join for ten years for the price of nine, 

saving you money and hassle.  If you are due 

to renew your subscription, a renewal notice 

will be enclosed with this newsletter. 

Places to Visit and Things to do 

Doors Open Day 2021 will be a hybrid event 

held on 25-26 September.  You may visit all 

participating venues virtually from the comfort 

of your own home while some venues will 

welcome visitors in person.  The programme, 

organised by The Cockburn Association, will 

be launched on 1 September. See the Cockburn 

Association website for more information. 

Several venues are in the Old Town including 

a newcomer this year, the Physic Garden at 

Abbey Strand.  This garden, which we have 

mentioned in previous newsletters, has come 

into its own over this summer and is proving 

popular with locals and visitors alike.  Over the 

Doors Open Day weekend it will be possible to 

hear a short talk exploring the historic roots of 

the garden, together with a brief history 

exploring some of the many lives of the Abbey 

Strand building. Talks will be held in the 

Physic Garden at 11am, 12pm, 1pm, 2pm and 

3pm, with a limited capacity for each talk. 

 

Pre-booking is no longer required at the 

National Museum of Scotland, the City Art 

Centre or the Museum of Edinburgh. The 

Writers’ Museum, the Museum of Childhood 

and The People’s Story remain closed. 

Exhibitions at the National Museum of 

Scotland in Chambers Street are Inspiring 

Walter Scott (to 9 January 2022) displaying 

items in the museum that influenced Walter 

Scott’s novels and poetry, and The Typewriter 

Revolution (to 17 April 2022) looking at the 

typewriter’s evolution and its role in society, 

arts and popular culture. Visit www.nms.ac.uk 

for more information. 

The summer exhibitions at the City Art 

Centre are still on: Islander: the Paintings of 

Donald Smith (until Sun 26 September), 

Marine: Ian Hamilton Finlay (until Sun 3 

Oct) and Charles H. Mackie: Colour and 

Light (until Sun 10 Oct).  Forthcoming 

exhibitions are: Incoming: New Acquisitions 

at the City Art Centre (Sat 2 Oct 2021 to Sun 

28 May 2023), Reflections, The Light and 

Life of John Henry Lorimer (1856-1936) (Sat 

6 Nov 2021 to Sun 20 Mar 2022), and 

Tapestry: Changing Concepts (working title) 
(13 November 2021 to 13 March 2022).  More 

information on these and the other galleries 

and museums run by the city council, see 

www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk/whats-on.  A 

wide variety of digital lectures and events can 

also be booked through this website. 

The current exhibition at the Queen’s Gallery 

at Holyroodhouse, Victoria & Albert: Our 

Lives in Watercolour, runs until 3 October.  

The exhibition consists of a selection of the 

thousands of watercolours collected by the 

royal couple, including several reflecting their 

love of Scotland.  Go to www.rct.uk for 

information on booking a visit.   

Opening soon at Dovecot Studio, is Making 

Nuno: Japanese Textile Innovation from 

Sudō Reiko (17 September 2021 to 8 January 

2022).  The exhibition celebrates a variety of 

creative techniques from washi dyeing to 

chemical lace embroidery used by acclaimed 

textile designer Sudō Reiko. Visit 

https://dovecotstudios.com for details and for 

information about online exhibitions. 

All photographs in this newsletter are by Eric Drake and 

Rosemary Mann unless otherwise credited. 
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OTA Activities 

The Association is offering five on-line events this autumn.  This is more events than we would 

usually have in the space of a few months but we felt it was justified as compensation for the period 

without any events last year and also for the fact that, as in 2020, there will be no live OTA Christmas 

Party this year.  We can’t guarantee such a concentration of events in the future, so do make the most 

of it!  

OTA online talks use Zoom and the links will be sent to all members for whom we have an email 

address.  If you did not receive an email with links to the newsletter and activities, then please send 

an email to info@eota.org.uk and we will put you on our mailing list.  The OTA will use your email 

to contact you on any matter of interest or pertaining to Association business; your details will not be 

used for any other purpose nor passed to any other party.   

· o O O O o · 

People and Places in the High Street: images by David Allan, Tuesday 28 September, 6.30 pm, 

by Zoom. The artist David Allan (1744-1796), who lived at the head of Dickson’s Close, produced 

many lively and historically-important images of the High Street. They show people from all walks 

of life who lived and worked in the city, and the buildings up and down the High Street. Dr Patricia 

Andrew, an art historian whose career has been mainly in galleries and museums, discusses Allan’s 

views held by the National Galleries of Scotland. 

Snowdrops, Sombreros and Shuttlecocks, Tuesday 14 October, 6.30 pm, by Zoom. Association 

members Fenella Kerr and Eric Drake reveal some of the hidden stories in an intriguing new artwork 

in Pirrie’s Close off the Canongate.  Designed by Astrid Jeakel and Isla Munro, the panels illustrate 

some of the stories told by the local community and reflect life in this quarter of the Old Town. 

Edinburgh: Mapping and Planning the City, Wednesday 10 November, 6.30 pm, by Zoom. 

Edinburgh’s townscape reflects a long history of plans, reflecting various visions for the future.  This 

fully illustrated talk by Chris Fleet, Map Curator at the National Library of Scotland, will look 

specifically at maps associated with plans, blueprints and projected schemes, many of which were 

either not fully implemented, or altered in significant ways. Chris looks at the background to these 

plans, and how the driving motivations behind them changed over time. 

Edinburgh City Archives, Wednesday 24 November, 6.30 pm, by MS Teams. Henry Sullivan of 

Edinburgh City Records and Archives will describe some of the treasures of the City Archives 

including some surprising items that throw light on Edinburgh’s past. 

Recording Poverty and Murder in 19th century Edinburgh, Wednesday 15 December, 6.30 pm, 

by Zoom.  John Lowrey, Senior Lecturer in Architectural History at the University of Edinburgh, will 

present a talk on the recording methods used in 19th Century Edinburgh to capture life within the 

Old Town. City architects were employed to record crime scenes in Edinburgh and their detailed 

drawings provide an insight into a type of domestic architecture (mainly the lodging house) which 

normally doesn’t feature in architectural histories. 

· o O O O o · 

These online events are free to members.  If the talks had been held in person in a venue, tickets 

would have been at least £5.00.  We hope members will consider a donation in lieu of a ticket fee.  

We suggest £4.00 for one event, £7.00 for two, £10.00 for three, £13.00 for four and £15.00 for all five.  

Non-members may attend if a donation of at least £5.00 for each event has been made.  Donate online 

through the OTA website and we will send you the link to join the talk. 


